
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1954 Mercury Monterey 
 

 

 



VEHICLE INFORMATION 

 

YEAR 1954 

MAKE Mercury 

MODEL Monterey 

TRIM SERIES  

VEHICLE TYPE Coupe 

MILEAGE 15,428 [Odometer is not accurate] 

VIN 54SL65229M 

STOCK  

ENGINE V8 Carburetor / Naturally Aspirated  

POWER SOURCE Gasoline 

TRANSMISSION Manual Column Shifter 

DRIVE-TRAIN Rear Wheel Drive 

EXTERIOR COLOR Orange 

INTERIOR COLOR White / Black 

SEAT MATERIAL Vinyl 

 

EXTERIOR INSPECTION 

 

REPAINTING 

WORKMANSHIP *    
3.8 

4~Above average   3~Average 

2~Below average   1~Very poor 

RESTORATION 

CONDITION** 
4.0 VERY GOOD 

 
*Ratings are specific to the condition of the paintwork and exterior finish only. 

It does not apply to structural repairs or services that may not be exposed; see legend below. 
 



ITEM OK ISSUE N/A NOTES 

GENERAL 

EXTERIOR  

OK   Excellent color and gloss, 

very minimal areas of body 

filler detected 

MISALIGN PANELS OK    

DINGS    <1.0”                OK    

DENTS   >1.0” OK    

SCRATCHES        OK    

CHIPS OK    

OTHER       NA  

SIDE MOLDINGS OK    

WEATHERSTRIPS OK    

UNDERBODY OK    

RUST BODY PANEL OK    

WIPERS OK    

DOOR GLASS OK    

WINDSHIELD OK    

MIRRORS OK    

HEADLAMPS OK    

TURN SIGNALS OK    

BACK UP LAMPS OK    

OTHER LIGHTING OK    

 

 

 

 



TIRE INSPECTION 

LEFT FRONT G78-15 9/32” Coker Classic  

RIGHT FRONT G78-15 9/32” Coker Classic  

RIGHT REAR G78-15 9/32” Coker Classic  

LEFT REAR G78-15 9/32” Coker Classic  

SPARE G78-15 9/32” Coker Classic  

TIRE TREAD GUIDE      5/32” and above  OKAY     4/32” and below REPLACE 

New tires for passenger vehicles typically have tread at 11/32” inches, replacement required at 3/32” inches 

WHEEL INSPECTION 

LEFT FRONT OK   

RIGHT FRONT OK   

RIGHT REAR OK   

LEFT REAR OK   

INTERIOR INSPECTION 

GENERAL INTERIOR OK    

SEATING OK    

INTERIOR TRIM OK    

DOOR PANELS OK    

WINDOW 

SWITCHES 

  NA  

WINDOWS 

OPERATE 

OK    

POWER LOCKS   NA  

SEAT BELTS   NA  

CUP HOLDERS   NA  

HEADLINER OK    

SUNVISORS OK    



STEERING WHEEL OK    

HORN    Does not work 

DASHBOARD OK    

INTERIOR LIGHTING OK    

CENTER CONSOLE   NA  

RADIO    Original unit; doesn’t work 

DASH LIGHTS    Cannot check in daylight 

GAUGES OK    

A/C AND BLOWER   NA  

HEATER   NA  

CARPETS OK    

CARGO AREA OK    

ODORS / SMOKE OK    

OTHER     

MECHANICAL 

ENGINE OIL OK    

ENGINE LEAKS OK    

TRANS LEAKS    Transmission leaking fluid 

COOLANT FLUID OK    

COOLANT LEAKS OK    

STEERING OK    

BRAKE FLUID OK    

BRAKE LEAKS OK    

DRIVETRAIN LEAKS OK    

RADIATOR OK    

COOLING FANS OK    



BELTS OK    

HOSES OK    

BATTERY OK    

MUFFLER OK    

AXLES OK    

SUSPENSION OK    

OTHER     

 

ROAD TEST INSPECTION 

ENGINE STARTING OK    

ENGINE 

PERFORMANCE 

OK    

TRANSMISSION 

PERFORMANCE 

OK    

CLUTCH OK    

DRIVETRAIN OK    

BRAKE 

PERFORMANCE 

OK   Brakes pad life is 

excellent 

STEERING 

PERFORMANCE 

OK    

SUSPENSION 

PERFORMANCE 

OK    

CHARGING SYSTEM OK    

CRUISE CONTROL   NA  

GAUGES OK    

NOISES OK    

OTHER     



ACCESSORIES 

KEYS YES  Two sets provided 

OWNERS BOOKS YES  Excellent condition 

FLOOR MATS  NO  

 

Final thoughts: 

This is a total frame-off restoration with excellent signs of 

professional workmanship with attention to detail. All components 

have been restored or reconditioned including the brake system, 

undercarriage, and interior items. Imperfections on the refinishing are 

very minimal and very isolated. The overall vehicle condition is 

excellent. This vehicle runs well and drives as designed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

*Paint workmanship (refinishing of panels only, as reported by the inspector agent) 
 
 
 
 
5~New: This is an original factory repair. It is perfect, flawless and there are no 
imperfections. It cannot be duplicated. 
 
 
4~Above average: This is a serviced body panel that has been properly repaired, 
replaced and or repainted. The finish is very good, without the typical imperfections. 
 
 
3~Average: This is the average commercial body shop repair seen on most vehicles. 
It is usually well received by most consumers, mostly due to its good even repair and 
color blending. This is a good repair that will contain cosmetic imperfections. 
 
 
2~Below average: This repair has workmanship that has less attention to detail. The 
paint has considerable areas with imperfections with one or more of the following, but 
not limited to; obvious dirt particles, fish-eye spots, paint-runs, paint drips, orange 
peel look, body filler with deep sanding marks, uneven or warped body panels, 
misaligned panels and obvious over-spray and tape lines. It may be considered 
acceptable if does not cause an issue with the operation of the vehicle. 
 
 
1~Very poor: This is the repair that was done with a total lack of professional 
experience, equipment and or supplies to complete the task in a proper way. It was 
done with the most minimal expense and expertise. It may be a partial repair or an 
attempt to just keep it together and the cost to properly repair may be higher as a 
result. 
 
 
 
 
 
>>Ratings are specific to the condition of the paintwork and exterior finish conditions 
only. It does not apply to structural repairs or services that may not be exposed. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

**RESTORATION CONDITION 

 

NO. 4: EXCELLENT  

This vehicle has been restored to professional standards of quality or original 

condition with components operating or appearing as new. An extremely well-

maintained original showing very minimal wear. 

 

NO. 3: VERY GOOD 

Completely operable original or “older restoration” showing wear; also, a good 

amateur restoration, all presentable and serviceable inside and out. Plus, 

combinations of well-done restoration and good operable components or a 

partially restored car with all parts necessary to complete. 

 

NO. 2: GOOD 

A drivable vehicle needing no or only minor work to be functional; also, a 

deteriorated restoration or a very poor amateur restoration. All components may 

need restoration, but the car is mostly useable. 

 

NO. 1: RESTORABLE / PARTS 

Needs complete restoration of body, chassis and interior. May or may not be 

running, but is weathered, wrecked and/or stripped to the point of also being 

useful for parts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



DISCLAIMERS, EXCLUSIONS, AND LIMITATIONS 
 
MyUsedCarBuddy is an independent vehicle inspection company owned and 
operated by 5C-Enterprises, Inc., a Florida corporation. We are not associated with 
any seller, selling dealer or service facility and we do not sell or service vehicles. We 
are a team of corporate and contractual professionals. The purpose of the pre-
purchase inspection is to identify the working order of the vehicle by an experienced 
professional automotive inspector. The inspector will document items and damages 
and will test the working condition of the vehicle including the equipment, accessories 
and powertrain systems. The exterior body panels are checked electronically for 
repair (where applicable). Computer scan testing on most models. This is a top-side 
inspection and we do not remove the wheels or use a lift unless provided by the 
seller. This is not a safety inspection and cannot be used to represent one. All pre-
owned vehicles exhibit some wear, scratching and scuffs from normal use for their 
age and mileage. Damages or malfunctions can occur at any time, and without 
warning after the inspection visit which may include lot storage and transport services. 
Some options listed may not exist on all vehicles.  We are not responsible for any 
leaks or computer fault codes that may develop. The images may contain additional 
information not itemized in the report and supersede any details within the written 
report. The images are a vital component of the report; they remain the property of 
MyUsedCarBuddy and cannot be copied or redistributed without prior consent. This 
report is valid for no more than thirty days as the condition of the vehicle continues to 
change. There is no warranty expressed or implied with this report. MyUsedCarBuddy 
recommends a third-party service agreement on the purchase of any used vehicle. 
MyUsedCarBuddy’s liability for mistakes or omissions in this report are limited to a 
refund of the fee paid for this report. The liability of 5C Enterprises, Inc., its 
inspector’s, agents and employees is also limited to the fee paid. Buyer/customer also 
understands that any claims against this report, MyUsedCarBuddy, or 5-C 
Enterprises, Inc. must be filed in Palm Beach County, Florida, where business is 
conducted. The buyer/customer assumes the risk of all losses greater than the fee 
paid for the inspection. We do not make any repair, service or purchase 
recommendations. The buyer/customer makes the final purchase decision. Questions 
about this report, must be directed to clientservices@myusedcarbuddy.com 
 

 
Customer/Buyer : Harvey Customer 
 
Service Ordered                 : Classic Inspection Service; $295.00 
Email Address  : harvey2254@gmail.net 
Request Details  : 2022.02.24 
Inspection Date  : 2022.02.25 
 
Seller information  : Classic Car sales 
Vehicle location  : Florida 
Inspector ID#  : 40116 
Inspection Ticket  : 18695 
Additional info  : NA 
 
 

mailto:info@myusedcarbuddy.com


 
IMAGES 

 
The images will contain additional information not itemized in 

the report and supersede the written report. 
The images are a vital component of this report. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



























































































 


